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Indian Creek Watershed Association 
PO Box 711 

Union, WV 24983 
Email: indiancreekwater@gmail.com 

 
August 16, 2021 

 

Director, Division of Water and Waste Management, DEP 
ATTN:  Sharon Mullins, Permitting Section 
607 57th Street SW 
Charleston, WV  25304-2345 
Submitted via email to: sharon.a.mullins@wv.gov 
 

Comments of Indian Creek Watershed Association 
RE: NPDES Permit Application No.  WVR111241 by Aviagen Turkeys, Inc. 

Indian Creek Watershed Association appreciates the opportunity to comment to WVDEP on the 
application of Aviagen Turkey, Inc. for an NPDES Construction Stormwater permit at the site 
identified as Zenith Site #31 in Monroe County. This site is located in karst at the base of Peters 
Mountain in a headwaters area of the Indian Creek watershed. DEP’s Public Notice identified the 
activity related to this permit as: ”Construction stormwater activity on or discharging to a tier 3 
stream.” As described in Public Notice SM-67-2021 this permit allows Aviagen to construct “a 650-
foot by 275-foot pad with associated access road for subsequent construction of turkey barns and 
associated facilities.”  ICWA has several concerns about both the current permit application and the 
neighboring Aviagen site (Zenith #30), which received a permit on October 26, 2020 without the 
opportunity for public comment. ICWA’s comments below focus on Aviagen’s application for Site 
#31.  

 
1. Aviagen sited this facility in Karst at a location where the Receiving Stream is Unknown. 

Aviagen chose to locate this turkey operation at this site in spite of the established karst 
topography, making it vulnerable to transmitting contaminants to ground water. USGS Topographic 
maps show that this site includes sinkholes/blind valleys. 

o Aviagen has not complied with WVDEP NPDES requirements to identify the receiving 
stream. Instead, their draft permit states: “5.10 Receiving Waters -- The first named 
water body that receives stormwater discharges from the site is to Karst terrain - no 
surface streams present. Estimated ultimate discharge at unknown downstream 
location on Indian Creek.”  

o It is not known whether the stormwater will discharge into Dropping Lick or Turkey 
Creek (or some other creek), both high quality streams with trout populations.  

o All families and farms in the surrounding area rely on private springs and wells. 
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o ICWA insists that Aviagen be required to perform dye tracing of all sinkholes in both 
Aviagen #30 and Aviagen #31, and that the receiving stream (and springs, where 
accessible) for all sinkholes be determined and water monitoring procedures be in 
place before DEP issues a permit to Aviagen Site #31.  

o Until the receiving streams are identified, it is impossible to monitor contaminants in 
stormwater runoff. 

 
2. The Concrete Pad is located on the pathway of an Intermittent Stream on Peters Mountain. 

As shown in the Project Topo Map submitted by Aviagen in its application, the location of the 
proposed concrete Level Pad for Site #31 is on the pathway of an intermittent stream that 
originates high on Peters Mountain above the site and appears to go underground close to the 
marked Pond (see Exhibit 1).   

o In the permit, Aviagen states: “There is no intermittent or other stream on the project 
area. The USGS topo mapping on Sheet C-3 [ICWA Exhibit 1] shows an intermittent 
stream line crossing the site. However, no evidence of a stream is visible. Photo 
documentation of this is provided on Sheet C-6.” (Appendix C, Background and Project 
Description) 

o This statement of visual assessment and “photo documentation” is not evidence that it 
is safe – for the pad or the environment – to construct a massive concrete pad to 
support the proposed Aviagen turkey operation activities directly over the drainage 
pathway of this USGS-designated intermittent stream on Peters Mountain.  

o In fact, the Groundwater Protection Plan refers to a “small dry pond type sinkhole” 
above the southwest corner of the site, stating: “Drainage from an intermittent natural 
drainway flows during sufficient rain events to the pond sinkhole.” (This “pond sinkhole” 
is shown in Plan C-6.)   

o DEP has already witnessed with ICWA and landowners how a similarly situated stream 
line on karst at the base of Peters Mountain developed at least one unexpected sinkhole 
along its former route. Luckily, no building had been constructed at that location.  

o Karst terrain is inherently unstable and unpredictable, which is why ICWA and area 
landowners are particularly concerned.  

 
3. The site is in an area with High Groundwater Vulnerability. 

The potential vulnerability to contaminants of the groundwater at this site is high and very high 
in the areas where run-off will occur. The attached map shows the Groundwater Vulnerability 
Assessment of Aviagen sites #30 and #31 (see Exhibit 2). This Assessment, which identifies locations 
across Summers and Monroe County where groundwater is vulnerable to contamination due to 
natural environmental characteristics, was provided to ICWA by Downstream Strategies and is 
included as a layer on our public map. Characteristics assessed include karst formations, land use 
characteristics, soil characteristics, and flow patterns. (Source Downstream Strategies).  
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4. Aviagen’s Karst Plan and Groundwater Protection Plan are inadequate. 

Karst Plan: Curiously, all of the Aviagen-owned sites in Monroe County that ICWA could identify 
through public documents are located in karst (see Exhibit 3). Why would a company choose to do 
that?  Although the land around karst may not have permanent surface streams present and 
therefore appear to have fewer water runoff and pollution concerns, that appearance is deceiving. 
A 2016 USGS study prepared with the WVDHHR that assessed different terrains in the state noted 
that “the karst aquifers within the State of West Virginia are the aquifers most intrinsically 
susceptible to contamination from surface sources.”1 Local residents and ICWA are rightfully 
concerned about Aviagen’s proposed construction in this watershed area. 

According to the application’s karst plan, a pond and containment area will be built to handle 
construction and operation-related runoff: “Runoff from the construction area is routed to the 
pond which is sized to store the storm volume generated by one and two year events. 5 year and 10 
year storms generate small amounts of outflow which are contained by berms located downstream 
of the pond.” (Permit Attachment J, Section One). However, these plans do not provide sufficient 
protection in karst: 

o It is not specified if this pond is lined, and if so, with what. 
o Any contaminated pond water that overflows into the area contained by berms will 

still have surface contact with karst terrain and therefore access to the groundwater 
below.  

o The alternative of creating an additional impermeable surface within the berm area is 
equally unacceptable to handle stormwater runoff. The fact that there is no adequate 
solution to this problem is additional evidence that this site is unsuitable for the 
proposed construction and operation activities. 

o If the containment berms are compromised or overtopped, only a silt fence will 
separate contaminated waters from Drainway B, which flows to another sinkhole to 
the northeast of Site #31. Silt fences are designed to prevent sediment, but not other 
forms of dissolved pollutants.  

o Capacity for both the pond and any overflow area should be sized to store more 
significant events than current data for 1-year to 10-year storms. 1) Climate change is 
rapidly making historic averages unreliable and high-intensity precipitation events more 
frequent and unpredictable, and 2) building extra capacity is especially important since 
it is likely this pond is intended to contain operations-related water in addition to 
stormwater runoff from the 650-foot x 275-foot construction pad and operations area. 

 
1 “Assessment of Hydrogeologic Terrains, Well-Construction Characteristics, Groundwater Hydraulics, and Water-
Quality and Microbial Data for Determination of Surface-Water-Influenced Groundwater Supplies in West 
Virginia,” by Mark D. Kozar and Katherine S. Paybins, USGS Scientific Investigations Report 2016-5048. Prepared in 
cooperation with the WV Dept. of Health and Human Resources, Bureau of Public Health, Office of Environmental 
Health Services. 
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The karst plan also states: “Subsurface investigation is not planned for the pond sinkhole shown on 
the drawing.” ICWA requests that subsurface investigations be required, esp. given the issues 
raised above about the siting of the concrete pad over a designated Intermittent Stream path. 

Groundwater Plan: The application states: “No groundwater quality data exists for the site.” 
(Permit Attachment I) and that there are intermittent streams that flow to sinkholes. ICWA 
requests that background groundwater quality data be obtained once the receiving streams are 
determined. (See further discussion under #8.) 

o Aviagen describes the site’s watershed as follows: 

The watershed for this intermittent stream is about 96 acres. The watershed is 
forested and undeveloped. There is select cut timbering going on in the watershed 
presently, though the work is nearing completion. The pond sinkhole is small in size 
and consequently runoff from larger storms flows to the grassed sinkhole basin on 
the northeast side of the site as shown on sheet C1. Erosion and sediment control 
measures described in this permit application are designed to keep the runoff from 
the mountainside clean and free-flowing. [emphasis added] 

o According to the Project Plan, drainways have been designed to separate any natural flows 
from the construction work at the site. The Plan relies on seeded topsoil berms, silt fence, 
and grass buffers to contain any runoff generated. It claims that the drainage plan does not 
discharge to any natural waterway and runoff is contained onsite. 

o However, building the elevated pad and thereby channeling water away from its historic 
drainage pattern can increase the sediment load and velocity since the natural drainage 
area is decreased. Landowners along Peters Mountain can attest to the fact that woodland 
with steep slopes act differently than woodland on flat ground and relying on existing 
grassed pasture field to absorb water preventing it from entering sinkholes is a fool’s 
errand.  

ICWA requests that additional controls be installed that prevent any contaminated runoff from 
entering the sinkholes. Stronger controls need to be in place before construction activity begins so 
that sediment is prevented from entering the groundwater. After-the-fact mulch and seeding 
around the sinkhole opening is not a control. 

 
5. Erosion and Sedimentation Controls are not sufficient.  

The engineering of the Erosion and Sedimentation Controls are basically identical at adjacent Sites 
#30 and #31. Since construction at site #30 is already underway, it serves as an example of the 
inadequacy of the E&S controls laid out in the permits and of Aviagen’s inability to execute those 
plans in compliance with its NPDES permit.  The following serves as an example of both of these 
deficiencies: 

o On June 13 and June 23, 2021 a local individual observed the presence of muddy water 
in the sinkhole visible from the road at Site #30 (see Exhibit 4). 
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o On July 20, 2021 ICWA members and West Virginia Rivers Coalition submitted photos 
and a complaint to DEP showing that muddy water had been discharged into one of the 
sinkholes on Aviagen #30. Note that these photos were taken from the Zenith Road and 
we did not have access to the other sinkholes. 

o On July 28, 2021 a DEP inspector visited the site and issued a Notice of Violation (NOV) 
(Exhibit 5) for violating the terms and conditions of its permit “Aviagen Turkeys, Inc. 
failed to prevent sediment-laden water from leaving the site without going through an 
appropriate device”.2 

Sediment-laden water entered this sinkhole because of the inadequacy of Aviagen’s E&S controls.  

DEP, in considering whether to issue a permit to Aviagen for Site #31, should assess whether the 
record of construction at Site #30 demonstrates that Aviagen’s plans and execution are 
unacceptable. If DEP does issue the permit, it must include stronger requirements to assure that 
the provisions of the WVDEP NPDES permit truly are capable of protecting the waters of the state. 

 
6. The Permit must include stronger measures to assure Compliance.  

Aviagen showed itself to be incapable of complying with the terms of the permit. Seed and mulch 
remediation after a water discharge event is not sufficient compliance. As observed by the DEP 
inspector and cited in the NOV, Aviagen failed to comply with the WV/NPDES general permit: 
“Section III.A.3.- provide interim stabilization on areas where construction activities have 
temporarily ceased for more than 14 days; and Appendix B I.1.- properly operate and maintain all 
systems of treatment and controls- diversion along access road needs maintenance.” 

The permits for both Sites #30 and #31 include identical sections 13.0 Inspections of Controls, which 
state:  

The site must be inspected as listed below, unless the site discharges to sensitive waters or 
the site qualifies for a reduction in the inspection frequency. 

• At least once every four (4) calendar days and 
• Within 24 hours of the occurrence of a precipitation event of 0.25 inches or greater, 

or the occurrence of runoff from snowmelt sufficient to cause a discharge. 

Clearly this was not a sufficient permit provision for Site #30. A procedure for more stringent 
observation of construction on sites #30 and #31 should be a permit requirement.  

 
2 According to the inspector’s report and NOV on July 28, 2021: “The site representative stated that the discharge 
did occur late fall/early winter of 2020 shortly after project started. Additional controls installed and adjusted 
during winter and spring. Release of muddy water has not occurred since.” However, photos taken by local 
residents on June 13 and 23, 2021 clearly show muddy water at the sinkhole site. These photos were sent to the 
Environmental Advocates Office and are included in Exhibit 4. Accepting what appears to be an erroneous or 
misleading statement by the site representative in the NOV is not the fault of the inspector who arrived at the site 
several days after the water event. Importantly, however, it underscores the need for more frequent and 
independent monitoring, as discussed later in this comment. Pollution events happen quickly in karst, but the fact 
that the evidence “disappears” quickly does not mean that the pollution has not happened.  
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ICWA brings to the attention of DEP that the violations cited in the recent NOV would not have 
been noticed nor addressed had it not been for the fact that the sinkhole is visible from the Zenith 
Road (a public road). Citizens have not had, nor will they have, access to this no-trespassing posted 
private property. ICWA recognizes that DEP does not have a sufficient number of inspectors to visit 
sites often enough to discover non-compliance issues. However, DEP could and should require 
Aviagen to submit daily photos of construction at these sites.  

 
7. Important Management and Mitigation Plans for building and operation on karst are lacking or 
insufficient. 

Any Aviagen permit should include a nutrient management plan, a waste management plan 
(including components/ingredients of cleaning and sanitizing agents) as well as a karst mitigation 
plan that takes those operational elements into consideration. The current permit application 
lacks the first two, and its karst mitigation plan is inadequate. 

There are two major concerns for potential groundwater and surface water pollution. The first is 
from construction activities and the second is from actual operations of the facility. Because the 
proposed plant sits on karst, the karst management and mitigation plans must take into account the 
effluent from the operation of the plant. 

Construction activities have the potential for increased sedimentation, turbidity, total dissolved 
solids, total suspended solids, oil and grease and THP’s entering our waterways. Any permit in an 
identified karst area should require enhanced BMPs and erosion and sediment control measures.  

 
8. Robust Baseline Assessment and ongoing Monitoring Plans must be part of the permit. 

First, before DEP issues any permit, the receiving stream(s) and springs for any runoff into sinkholes 
MUST BE IDENTIFIED. Once the receiving water resources are identified and baseline water quality 
data is established, there must be regular monitoring for pollutants. Aviagen must install 
instruments both on site and at the point of entry for streams that receive effluent from the 
sinkholes.  

At a minimum, Aviagen should be required to perform the following monitoring for 
contaminants, both to establish baseline data for the receiving stream before construction and to 
continue monitoring after operations begin: Nitrogen compounds, ammonia, phosphates, 
dissolved oxygen, pH, conductivity, E coli, calcium, sodium, and urea. The results should be sent to 
DEP on a regular basis and immediately after any major precipitation event. 

Due to the fact that there are not enough DEP inspectors to monitor the site with adequate 
frequency, ICWA requests that DEP require Aviagen to install devices in the receiving streams that 
would provide in-time monitoring of key data.   
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9. Building specifications are not included in this permit, and a more comprehensive 
understanding of the operation is needed to protect affected water resources. 

The permit states: “5.9 Industrial Discharges: this project does not involve discharges associated 
with industrial activities other than commercial construction activities. For construction occurring 
on an industrial site, reference existing multi-sector SWPP, if applicable.” 

Given the NOV issued to Aviagen #30, one would ask, “How are they going to handle manure when 
they cannot handle dirt?”  

o Consideration of buildings and operations at the site should be included in the 
assessment of this NPDES permit since production water and roof runoff create the 
potential for outside spills. A roof of this size is analogous to an impermeable parking 
lot. 

o Plans must include a concrete containment wall with sump so that manure, feed waste, 
and other materials (e.g., antibiotics, veterinary supplies) are prevented from being 
discharged into the runoff.   

o There needs to be space inside the building for trucks to load manure, wastewater, etc.  

A comprehensive operation plan that includes construction of the facility plus permits for 
handling and pre-treatment of industrial water and plans for exclusion of all such water from 
sinkholes and underlying aquifers must be submitted to DEP. ICWA asks for the Construction 
NPDES permit application to be put on hold until that is submitted and approved. 

------ 

In sum, ICWA strongly opposes DEP approving Aviagen’s permit application for this facility at 
Zenith Site #31, which sits on karst in a prime headwater area of two trout-supporting streams in 
the Indian Creek watershed (a tributary of the New River). For generations, people in this area 
have confidently relied on their springs and wells to supply them with clean water from Peters 
Mountain. This is clearly an inappropriate location for an operation with the potential to release 
significant pathogens and other contaminants into surface water and groundwater.  

We also oppose approval because of the limitations of the application itself, including: 1) the lack 
of scientific information about what water resources might be affected (including baseline water 
quality information about those waters); 2) siting a concrete pad in karst on the path of a USGS-
designated intermittent stream; 3) the inadequacy of Aviagen’s E&S control plans as well its 
Groundwater Protection Plans and Karst Plans; and 4) the lack of effective on-site monitoring and 
sufficient environmental enforcement resources.  

Given the numerous issues related to karst, E&S controls and monitoring, ICWA asks that DEP 
send a team to examine the site in person – not evaluate this application merely by desktop 
review. This team should include a karst specialist as well as members of the permit and 
environmental enforcement staff. 
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We urge DEP to do the right thing by denying this permit outright. Absent that, we call on DEP to 
address the serious limitations of the Aviagen application – and the limited capacity for DEP to 
adequately monitor and enforce the permit requirements if it is approved. 

In a separate submittal, ICWA is also requesting a public hearing on this permit. 

Thank you for your consideration of our comments. Please feel free to contact us with any 
questions. 

Respectfully,  

Indian Creek Watershed Board of Directors: 
Howdy Henritz, President, Scott Womack, Vice President,  
Judy Azulay, Treasurer; Nancy Bouldin, Secretary 

 

5 EXHIBITS attached 



EXHIBIT 1 
Project Topo Map from Zenith Site #31 Aviagen Permit Application 

(Inset added)



Aviagen #30 and #31 Groundwater Vulnerability Assessment

VITA, West Virginia GIS, Esri, HERE, Garmin, INCREMENT P,
USGS, METI/NASA, EPA, USDA

Streams: NHD 24k flowline (WV)

Groundwater risk assessment results

Medium

High

Very High

8/10/2021, 4:31:28 PM
0 0.35 0.70.17 mi

0 0.55 1.10.28 km

1:18,056

#31

#30

Insert added from Project Topo Map

EXHIBIT 2



 Map Legend Aviagen Sites 

Aviagen Sites in WVDEP Permit database (red = newer of two related sites) 

Other Aviagen Sites listed in Monroe County parcel map:  http://maps.agdmaps.com/wv/

EXHIBIT 3

NOTE: These sites do not include all Aviagen sites in the County, just those ICWA could 
identify at this time through the DEP database and Monroe County Parcel Map.



Photos Showing Muddy Water & Sediment at Site #30 Sinkhole, June/July 2021 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1‐ Photo of muddy water taken June 13, 2021

4‐ July 17, 2021 Photo of sediment submitted 
with WVR Complaint to DEP on July 20, 2021

2‐ Photo of muddy water taken June 23, 2021

3‐ Close‐up from photo taken June 23, 2021 

EXHIBIT 4 



General Permit No WV0115924 

WEST VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

WV/NPDES CONSTRUCTION STORMWATER PERMIT 
FACILITY NAME: Site #30 Near Zenith, WV REG. # EXPIRE DATE: 
PERMITTEE AVIAGEN TURKEYS, INC. WVR110985 10/26/2021 
ADDRESS/PHONE: Attn: WILLIAM SHAVER, PROJECT MGR 

31186 MIDLAND TRAIL E 

LEWISBURG, WV 24901 

3047932680 
LOCATION: 37o 30’ 3.2376” N, 80o 29’ 8.421” W Entry Date/Time: 7/28/2021 1510 
COUNTY: Monroe Exit Date/Time: 7/28/2021 1600 

Site Representative 

/Phone 

Mike Sibold/304-646-1933 PHOTOS ☒ 

CO-PERMITTEE: ADDRESS: 

SITE OPERATOR: Sibold Excavating-Trucking ADDRESS: Union WV 
PERMITTED 

ACREAGE 
15 WEATHER: Clear 

LAST 

INSPECTION: 
n/a 

RECEIVING STREAM(S)  indian ck/new//kanawha NOV: 1 

Regular Mail  ☐  Certified Mail ☒ Tracking # 

702018100002180011881 

OVERALL FACILITY RATING: Unsatisfactory COMPLIANCE OUTCOME Not Immediately Corrected 

PERMIT / SITE EVALUATION 
S-Satisfactory     U-Unsatisfactory     N/A-Not Applicable     N/O-Not Observed     N/D Not Determined     M-Marginal    Y-Yes   N-No 

1. PERIMETER CONTROLS S 9. HOUSEKEEPING/SOLID WASTE N/A 17. CONCRETE WASHOUT N/A 

2. DIVERSIONS/DITCH

CHECKS 
M 

10. RECORDS, REPORTS & PLANS

ON SITE 
N/D 18. PUBLIC NOTICE SIGN S 

3. SEDIMENT TRAPS/BASINS S 
11. STABLE CONSTRUCTION

ENTRANCE 
S 

19. SEDIMENT LADEN WATER

LEAVING SITE 
Yes 

4. OUTLET MARKERS N/A 12. MUD ON ROADWAY/DUST No 
20. CONDITIONS NOT

ALLOWABLE 
Yes 

5. WASTE/BORROW SITES S 
13. APPROPRIATE BMP’S

IMPLEMENTED 
S 

21. SWPPP/ GPP/PERMIT

COMPLIANCE 
S 

6. OPERATIONS &

MAINTENANCE 
M 14. FILL SLOPE PROTECTION N/A 22. ORDER COMPLIANCE N/A 

7. WATER BARS N/A 
15. DEVICES INSTALLED IN

TIMELY MANNER 
S 23. OTHER:

8. STABILIZATION

PRACTICES 
M 16 DROP INLET PROTECTION N/A 24. OTHER:

COMMENTS DEFICIENCIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Inspection conducted due to citizen complaint filed stating muddy water discharging into sink hole. 

Evidence of recent discharge not observed. Permitted has taken steps to remediate area (photo 1). Per 

Mike Sibold, discharge did occur late fall/early winter of 2020 shortly after project started. Additional 

controls installed and adjusted during winter and spring. Release of muddy water has not occurred since. 

Per request, additional controls installed at edge of limits of disturbance, roughly 50 feet away from 

sinkhole inlet (photo 2).  

• 2. & 6. Diversion installed along access road needs maintenance (photo 3). 

• 8. Stabilization needs applied to areas where construction has ceased for more than 14 days (photo 

4). Per Mr. Sibold, topsoil is scheduled to be spread within a week with seed and mulch to follow, 

which has been accomplished via text from Mr. Sibold on 8/4/2021. 

• 19. & 20. Sediment deposits noted offsite from discharge in late fall/early winter 2020 when 

adequate controls were not in place (according to site representative).  Deposits have been seeded 

and mulched. 

EXHIBIT 5



WARNINGS:  As noted during the inspection, steps should be taken to comply with the following 

terms and conditions of the WV/NPDES general permit. 

• Section III.A.3.- provide interim stabilization on areas where construction activities have 

temporarily ceased for more than 14 days. 

• Appendix B I.1.- properly operate and maintain all systems of treatment and controls- 

diversion along access road needs maintenance. 

 

INSPECTOR: Christy Pitsenbarger  Telephone:  304-816-2453 
Modified:  10-15-2017 JHH 

  



STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA 

Department of Environmental Protection 

Environmental Enforcement 

NOTICE OF VIOLATION 

 

Violation No W21-32-001-CP 

To the Operator or Agent of: 

Facility Name:  Site #30 Near Zenith, WV    Permit No.  WVR110985 

Permittee or Individual:  AVIAGEN TURKEYS, INC. 

Located at or near: 37o 30’ 3.2376” N, 80o 29’ 8.421” W in Monroe County 

Representative: WILLIAM SHAVER, PROJECT MGR    Date:   7/28/2021    Time:  1510  

Address / phone number:  31186 MIDLAND TRAIL E, LEWISBURG, WV 24901 / 3047932680 

Whereas, an inspection of the above-named operation by the undersigned, duly authorized agent of the 

Secretary, at which the following described condition or practice exists, in violation of Chapter 22, Article 

11, Section(s) 1 et. Seq. of the Code of West Virginia and/or Section(s) ____ of the Rules and 

Regulations and/or Section(s) I.   of the Permit referenced above promulgated thereunder in that you: 
Have violated the following terms and conditions of WV/NPDES General Water Pollution Control Permit No. 

WV0115924, Registration No. WVR110985:  

• Section I.G.- AVIAGEN TURKEYS, INC. failed to prevent sediment-laden water from leaving the site 

without going through an appropriate device. 

 

The following corrective measures were discussed with you at the time of this inspection:   
Take measures to correct the aforementioned violations. 

Within 20 days provide a written response to the inspector named below, at the address indicated, 

detailing the actions taken to abate this violation. 

 

Received by: 
  

Sent Certified Mail-- 
702018100002180011881 

 

       

Signature  Title 

 
Duly Authorized Agent / 

Inspector 

 304-816-2453  Christy.e.pitsenbarger@wv.gov 

Telephone E-mail 

Send Response to the Inspector at the address indicated below: 

WV Department of Environmental Protection 

Environmental Enforcement / WW 

1159 Rahall Greenway, Fayetteville, WV 25840  



AVIAGEN TURKEYS, INC., WVR110985, Site #30 Near Zenith, WV, 7/28/2021 

 

 
Photo 1: Remediation (seed and mulch) at inlet to sinkhole where discharge occurred in late fall/early 

winter 2020.  

 

 
Photo 2: Additional controls installed within LOD roughly 50 feet from sinkhole inlet. (Photo provided by 

Mike Sibold on 8/4/2021).  

 

Additional 

controls 



AVIAGEN TURKEYS, INC., WVR110985, Site #30 Near Zenith, WV, 7/28/2021 

 

 
Photo 3: Diversion needs maintenance. Temporary/permanent stabilization needed.  

 

 
Photo 4: Temporary/permanent stabilization needed. 

 

 

Maintenance 

needed. 

Sinkhole location 

(approximately) 




